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Abstract. In this work, we automatically detect and remove distracting shadows from photographs of documents and other text-based items.
Documents typically have a constant colored background; based on this
observation, we propose a technique to estimate background and text
color in local image blocks. We match these local background color
estimates to a global reference to generate a shadow map. Correcting
the image with this shadow map produces the ﬁnal unshadowed output. We demonstrate that our algorithm is robust and produces highquality results, qualitatively and quantitatively, in both controlled and
real-world settings containing large regions of signiﬁcant shadow.
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Introduction

Images of documents, receipts, menus, books, newspapers, ﬂyers, signs, and other
text are frequently captured. Whether we are sending a page from a textbook
highlighting important information, taking a picture of an ancient engraving
while on vacation, or just saving an illustration from a loved one, such images
show up in our everyday lives. However, these images are highly susceptible to
shadows due to occlusions of ambient light by the photographer or other objects
in the environment. These shadows cause distracting artifacts that can make an
image diﬃcult to interpret or use.
In this paper, we propose an automatic technique to detect and remove shadows from images of documents. Our main observation is that documents typically have a constant colored background; for example, the actual color of the
paper typically does not change throughout a document. However, illumination
eﬀects like shadows and shading cause changes in observed images intensities.
Our technique detects these changes and enforces a consistent background color
to produce the unshadowed output. In particular, we estimate text and background colors in local blocks of the image and generate a shadow map that uses
a per-pixel gain to match these local background estimates to a global reference.
We evaluate the robustness of our approach, both quantitatively and qualitatively, on a variety of controlled and real-world examples.
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Previous Work

There are two main categories of work in shadow removal. The ﬁrst category
focuses on removing shadows from general images, such as typical outdoor pictures, that have strong distracting shadows. For example, Guo et al. [1] remove
shadows from natural images by ﬁnding corresponding shadow and non-shadow
regions and performing a per-pixel relighting. Gong et al. [2] demonstrate even
more robust results by using manually speciﬁed well-lit and shadow regions. A
recent method from Gryka et al. [3] uses a learning approach with user-provided
brush strokes to relight the shadow regions appropriately. Moreover, there are
intrinsic imaging approaches that separate an image into its reﬂectance and
shading components [4–8]. Lastly, there are algorithms that use shadow estimation for a speciﬁc application such as video relighting [9] or shape recovery [10].
All these methods tend to have artifacts when applied to document images.
A second category of techniques has been speciﬁcally developed to remove
shadows from document images. Some such methods [5,11,12], inspired by general intrinsic approaches, correct geometric distortions and can estimate illumination within their framework to address shading artifacts. Our approach is more
similar to the state-of-the-art method of Oliveira et al. [13], where a constant
color for the document background is assumed to generate a gain map. However,
they detect background-only regions and interpolate the remaining areas of the
gain map. Therefore, their method can fail to remove shadows when excessive
interpolation is required to ﬁll in the holes of the gain map. Our approach, on
the other hand, can eﬀectively estimate the gain map in text and background
regions, so it does not suﬀer from interpolation inaccuracies. Finally, Adobe
Acrobat uses an “Enhance” feature [14] on images of documents that is typically
used to brighten dark images. However, since this applies a global correction, it
fails to remove local shadow regions and leaves residual shadows. Our approach
performs analysis on small overlapping blocks throughout the document and is
thus able to correct localized shadows.
Finally, there are image binarization methods that segment an image into
black and white and discard all color information [15–22]. We note that, although
related to our work, these approaches have the fundamentally diﬀerent goal of
creating a binary image that is more eﬀective for optical character recognition
(OCR) applications. On the other hand, we aim to improve documents by removing their shadows while still keeping the same color and tone as the original.
Thus, we view this ﬁeld of work as orthogonal to ours. In fact, in Sect. 5, we
demonstrate how our method can be used as a pre-process to improve binarization techniques and thus the OCR applications that use them.

3

Algorithm

Our main observation is that documents tend to have a constant colored background throughout, so the unshadowed output should have this property as well.
We propose to apply a factor, αi , as determined by our computed shadow map
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at each of the i pixels in the input image in order to match the local background
color intensities with the global reference color. Speciﬁcally, we calculate:
c̃i =

ci
,
αi

(1)

where ci and c̃i are the RGB color intensities of the shadowed input and the
unshadowed output at pixel i, respectively.
We ﬁnd the local and global background intensities in the document and normalize the local background intensities by the global reference color to generate
the per-pixel RGB shadow map, α. Applying this shadow map (Eq. 1) to the
input image produces the ﬁnal result.
Local and Global Background Colors: To ﬁnd the local background colors, we begin by dividing the input image into small overlapping blocks. In
each of these blocks, we cluster the pixel intensities into two clusters that we
label as either the paper background or text. For clustering both the local and
global data, we used Gaussian mixture models (GMM) ﬁt with ExpectationMaximization (EM) and initialized with k-means clustering. In general, documents typically have dark colored text on a bright background. Based on this,
we assign the cluster center with the higher mean as the local background RGB
color, i , where i denotes the pixel at the center of the current block. In the
case of a constant colored block (i.e., all background), the clusters have almost
identical averages so selecting the higher one is still valid.
Next, we ﬁnd the global reference background color. We take the pixel intensities from the entire input, rather than a local region, and cluster them into
two categories of paper and text, as before. Again, the cluster mean that has a
higher value is labeled as the background intensity. Finally, we search all of the
intensities in the original input and assign the one closest to the background cluster mean as the ﬁnal global background RGB reference, g. Note that although
the cluster mean could be used in this step instead of the closest intensity, we
empirically found that this approach slightly improves results.
Computing Shadow Map: We expect the global background color to be the
true background color. The local background color deviates from this because of
illumination eﬀects such as shadows and shading. In order to remove the inﬂuence
of illumination, we compute the ratio of the local and global background colors
to generate the shadow map as:
αi =

i
,
g

(2)

where i is the local background intensity at pixel i and g is the global background reference for all the pixels. Moreover, αi maps each input pixel to the
reference background color and, when applied to the input image (Eq. 1), produces the ﬁnal unshadowed result.
Figure 1 shows the general framework of our proposed approach along with
an example of a shadow map, which accurately detects regions of shadow and
their relative intensities.
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Fig. 1. Our approach takes an input document image that contains shadow and produces a high-quality shadow-free result. We analyze image intensities in local blocks
(light blue and purple) and partition them into two clusters – background and text.
We also do this for the whole image (green) to estimate a global background reference.
Applying Eq. 2 to the background mean clusters results in a shadow map that is used
in Eq. 1 to produce the ﬁnal unshadowed result (Color ﬁgure online).

Implementation Details: We implemented our algorithm in C++ and it takes
roughly 2 s to process a 1024 × 1024 image, with clustering being the most costly
sub-process. Thus, for acceleration, we randomly sample 150 pixels in each block
(21 × 21) for local clustering and 1000 pixels throughout the entire image for
global clustering. For further speed-up, we do not perform local clustering at each
pixel. Instead, we only consider pixels at speciﬁc strides (i.e., 20 in our implementation) for calculating the local background intensities. Thus, our shadow map
is stride times smaller than the input image. To get the full resolution shadow
map, we upsample using an 8 × 8 Lanczos ﬁlter. Note that since we use a stride,
the low resolution shadow map can have some slight noise due to diﬀerences in
cluster means, so we ﬁrst apply a 3 × 3 median ﬁlter followed by a Gaussian
ﬁlter (σ = 2.5) to smooth it out and avoid small blotchy artifacts in the ﬁnal
result. Since illumination tends to vary smoothly and generates soft shadows
in practice, computing a downsampled shadow map does not adversely aﬀect
our results. Finally, text can have a lot of variation in intensity values and two
clusters is not always suﬃcient to capture accurate statistics. Thus, we found
that using three means for both the local and global clustering worked better
than two.

4

Results

We begin by validating the correctness of our method by creating a dataset
in a controlled environment with a set illumination and obtain a ground truth
image for comparison. Speciﬁcally, we captured 81 shadow images of 11 documents each with 5–9 variations of shadow intensity and shape using a Canon
5D Mark II DSLR camera, a tripod, a photography lamp, and light-blocking
objects. Furthermore, for each document, we captured the ground truth without shadow, where the light-blocking object was removed while illumination was
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MSE:

Bell et al. [2014]

Gong et al. [2014]

Acrobat “Enhance”

Oliveira et al. [2013]

Ours

298.81

1445.18

252.24

51.01

44.69
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Ground Truth

Fig. 2. We show an example from a controlled environment used to validate the correctness of our approach relative to the ground truth. We also provide the results and
MSE scores of related approaches for comparison. In general, our output has minimal
artifacts and is closest to ground truth in terms of average and median MSE (Table 1).
See the supplemental materials for additional results from this controlled setting.
Table 1. A comparison with previous approaches of average and median MSE on our
controlled dataset consisting of 81 images (11 documents and 5–9 variations of shadow).
Method

Avg. MSE Median MSE

Bell et al. [6]

125.44

119.94

Gong et al. [2]

390.98

172.57

Pilu et al. [18]

67.38

53.54

Wagdy et al. [21]

74.06

43.73

Oliveira et al. [13]

23.08

19.01

Ours

22.26

18.45

kept constant. In Fig. 2, we demonstrate that we can match ground truth closely
with minimal artifacts. Note that to avoid brightness diﬀerences we match the
average color of our output to that of the ground truth.
Since we have the ground truth image, we can also provide quantitative
comparisons. In Fig. 2, we show visual and MSE comparisons for the intrinsic approach of Bell et al. [6], the general shadow removal method of Gong
et al. [2], the Adobe Acrobat “Enhance” feature [14], and the state-of-the-art
algorithm in document de-shadowing by Oliveira et al. [13] on one speciﬁc example. In addition, Table 1 reports the overall performance of each method1 over our
entire dataset. Table 1 also includes statistics for two additional Retinex-based
approaches [18,21] that are designed for document binarization rather than our
application. In general, we found that these two approaches can leave residual
shadow and blur out detail; this can be observed in the results in the supplementary material. As shown, our method performs the best relative to ground
truth in terms of MSE. It is worth noting that, since we captured this dataset in
a controlled environment with simple conditions (e.g., a single light source, ﬂat
documents, etc.), our dataset is not as diﬃcult as the typical scenarios found in
1

We exclude Acrobat “Enhance” from the table as it requires manual interaction for
each image.
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Bell et al. [2014]

Gong et al. [2014]

Acrobat “Enhance”

Oliveira et al. [2013]

Ours

Fig. 3. We provide comparisons on challenging real-world examples from Flickr. Our
method consistently produces high-quality results where other approaches fail. See
the supplemental materials for full resolution comparisons on our complete real-world
dataset.
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practice. Thus, although we signiﬁcantly outperform other approaches, we have
only slightly better MSE relative to the method of Oliveira et al. [13].
In Fig. 3, we show comparisons for a subset of our more challenging real-world
dataset obtained from Flickr. Note the shadows appear as is in the original image
and were not altered in any way. As shown, all of the previous methods produce
signiﬁcant artifacts for these examples. The reﬂectance image from Bell et al. [6]
loses some of the text to the shading layer and still has residual shadows. The
general method from Gong et al. [2] cannot accurately estimate the statistics
of the shadow region, despite the user interaction, and introduces saturation
artifacts. The Adobe Acrobat “Enhance” feature [14] applies a global transformation on the image, so it fails to remove the local shadows. Finally, Oliveira
et al.’s method [13] relies on interpolation so it cannot always remove the shadows. On the other hand, our approach works robustly across a wide range of
diﬃcult examples and generates high-quality results. Note that comparisons for
all 16 images of our real-world dataset can be found in the supplemental materials along with additional comparisons to Retinex methods [18,21].

5

Discussion

In Fig. 4, we demonstrate that our algorithm can also be used as a pre-process
for image binarization, which is typically used for OCR applications. Here, we
compare the binarization method of Su et al. [22] with and without our shadow
removal on an example from the Document Image Binarization Contest 2013
(DIBCO 2013) [23] dataset. When using our approach as a pre-process, there is
a clear improvement in both visual quality and PSNR2 . Note this binarization
Input w/o Ours

Input w/ Ours

Binarization w/o Ours

Binarization w/ Ours

PSNR: 12.76

PSNR: 13.70

Fig. 4. Our approach can be used as a pre-process to improve the performance of OCR
applications. We take a single example from the DIBCO 2013 [23] dataset containing
a shadow (leftmost image) and run our shadow removal algorithm on it (center left
image). We see a clear improvement both perceptually and in PSNR when applying
the image binarization method of Su et al. [22] on these inputs (two rightmost images).
2

The DIBCO 2013 dataset provides ground truth images to evaluate the performance
of binarization algorithms. Furthermore, almost all of the images in this dataset are
already shadow-free, so we report PSNR on just a single example containing shadow.
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Mask

Ours w/o Mask

Ours w/ Mask

Fig. 5. Our algorithm is designed for document images and can introduce artifacts
when non-text elements (e.g., ﬁgures, charts, pictures, etc.) are present. However, we
are able to handle such cases by taking as input a user-deﬁned mask that speciﬁes such
regions. We ignore these areas when clustering and perform interpolation to ﬁll the
holes and obtain our ﬁnal shadow map. We show how this mask helps reduce artifacts
in this real-world example.

method is already robust against illumination changes like shadow, yet there is
still a beneﬁt from running our shadow removal algorithm. This improvement
will help the performance of OCR applications that take binary images as input.
One limitation of our method is that we assume that the input documents
contain only intensities that correspond to either paper or text (i.e., no ﬁgures,
pictures, graphs, etc.) so that we can cluster local and global pixel intensities into
two categories: paper background and text. If the pixel intensities correspond to
additional regions (e.g., a picture in the document), then the cluster means will
be biased, cause incorrect background estimates, and generate overly bright or
overly dark regions in the ﬁnal result.
However, ﬁgures and pictures typically only account for a small region of the
document. Thus, we can take a user-deﬁned mask specifying these regions and
ignore them when performing our shadow map calculation. After we have our
shadow map, we can use interpolation (e.g., natural neighbor interpolation) to
ﬁll in the holes left by the mask and use it to generate the result. As shown in
Fig. 5, using a mask allows us to improve results for such cases.
If the document background color changes throughout the document then
the global reference background intensity that we ﬁnd is unreliable and the
ﬁnal result will have brightness or color artifacts, as shown in Fig. 6(a). Finally,
with intense hard shadows, there can be artifacts at the shadow boundaries
since local blocks straddle regions with both well-illuminated and shadowed text
and background. In such areas our cluster means are inaccurate creating a visible boundary between the well-illuminated and unshadowed regions (Fig. 6(b)).
See the supplemental materials for full resolution examples of the various
limitations.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Our approach has some limitations. For example, in (a), the background color
changes throughout the document, so we produce slight color and brightness artifacts.
In (b), we show that in cases with intense hard shadows, our method leaves small residual artifacts at the shadow boundaries. These artifacts result from unreliable clustering
at either the global (a) and local (b) levels.

6

Conclusion

We have presented an approach for removing shadows from images of text (e.g.,
documents, menus, receipts) by generating a shadow map, or per-pixel scaling,
that matches local background colors to a global reference. Our approach works
robustly, as demonstrated qualitatively and quantitatively, on a wide range of
examples containing large amounts of strong shadow in both controlled and
real-world settings.
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Commons 2.0 License without modiﬁcation. The title and photographers from Flickr
(unless otherwise noted) in order of appearance are: Open Textbook Summit 2014 by
BCcampus News, Army in the Shadows, Army in the Light by Cuzco84, That Please
by Kimli, Medieval text in the Christ Church Archive by -JvL-, Untitled by Jacek.NL,
Cartmel Priory by Rosscophoto, Transfer Damaged Textbook by Enokson, Untitled
by Colin Manuel, find by PHIL, Declaration of Independence photo by taliesin at
Morgueﬁle.com (Morgueﬁle License), and Momofuku - Menu w/ Shadow puppets by
Lawrence. Please see supplementary materials for links to the images and license.
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